Reflection for Wednesday 6th Week of Easter 2020
Life unfolds
A petal at a time,
slowly.
The beauty of the process is crippled
when I try to hurry growth.
Life has its inner rhythm
which must be respected.
It cannot be rushed or hurried.
Like daylight stepping out of darkness,
like morning creeping out of night,
life unfolds slowly a petal at a time
like a flower opening to the sun,
slowly.
God’s call unfolds
A Word at a time,
slowly.
A disciple is not made in a hurry.
Slowly I become like the One
to whom I am listening.
Life unfolds
a petal at a time
like you and I
becoming followers of Jesus,
discipled into a new way of living
deeply and slowly.
Be patient with life’s unfolding petals.
If you hurry the bud, it withers.
If you hurry life, it limps.
Each unfolding is a teaching
a movement of grace filled with silent pauses,
breath-taking beauty
tears and heartaches.
Life unfolds
a petal at a time
deeply and slowly.
May it come to pass!

By Macrina Wiederkehr

“When I despair, I remember that all through history the way of truth and love have
always won. There have been tyrants and murderers, and for a time, they can seem
invincible, but in the end, they always fall. Think of it--always.” ― Mahatma Gandh
Science is no longer, nor should it ever have been, our enemy; instead quantum physics, biology, and other
academic disciplines are revealing that science is our new and excellent partner, much better than philosophy
ever was. Truth is One. If something is spiritually true, it will also be true in the physical world, and all
disciplines and all religions will somehow be looking at this “one truth” from different angles, goals,
assumptions, and vocabulary. If we are really convinced that we have the Big Truth, then we should also be
able to trust that others will see it from their different angles—or it is not the Big Truth. Richard Rohr ofm

